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1.  Introduction
Following changes in the global climate and people’s lifestyles, Thailand has 
increasingly been devastated by large-scale natural disasters in recent years.  Conse-
quently, the Thai government is improving the infrastructure, procedures and social 
system for disaster management.  This paper focuses on one example of these im-
provements, a community project to create a “disaster culture” in Ban Nam Khem 
village in Phang-nga province, which experienced the most serious damage from 
the tsunami that hit the coastal areas along the Andaman Sea after the 2004 Suma-
tra Earthquake.
The Ban Nam Khem villagers have successfully reconstructed their lives and in-
stalled their own risk management system since 2004.  Their village has attracted 
much attention in Thailand as a model of community-based risk management 
(CBRM).  Their volunteer disaster team was recognized by the government as a 
model organization.  The village dramatically changed its proﬁle from being the 
ground zero of the 2004 tsunami to the advanced center for CBRM in Thailand.
Research on the inﬂuence of the Sumatra Earthquake and its tsunami on commu-
nities was initiated immediately after the disaster by researchers and NGOs.  In the 
ﬁeld of social science, a study by Jin Sato of the University of Tokyo found that vil-
lagers were responding to land problems after the tsunami by constructing a new 
solidarity between local communities and external organizations.1)  Several studies 
have been conducted in the ﬁeld of anthropology.  Narumon Arunotai and Yuki Su-
zuki explored the local knowledge of the Moken, an ethnic minority of the Andaman 
coast, and their response to the tsunami.2)  Hisashi Ogawa investigated the discourse 
of tsunami in a Muslim community of southern Thailand,3) while Chulalongkorn 
University researchers conducted an integrated investigation of social problems and 
the reconstruction of the social system in tsunami-hit communities.  A research 
group led by Surichai Wankaew published “The Sociology of Tsunami,” a research 
collection that analysed the subjects of tsunami relief and reconstruction from various 
perspectives.4)  Other social researchers have interviewed victims of the tsunami, 
focusing on its effect on women and minority groups.5)
However, the majority of this research focuses on the impacts of the disaster and 
the responses of tsunami-hit communities.  The effort of communities in improving 
the infrastructure and social system for tsunami prevention over the past eight years 
has not been studied.  This study will focus on a community’s behaviors and mental 
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transformation in post-tsunami reconstruction, which involves a value system for di-
saster prevention and management in their everyday life and culture.  This paper 
does not discuss the disaster management of Ban Nam Khem village from an institu-
tional perspective, but analyses it more holistically through narratives by community 
members and volunteers with a focus on their mentality and motivations.  It proposes 
that Ban Nam Khem village’s CBRM and disaster culture are stimulating individual 
motivations to participate in volunteer activities by reproducing a communal memo-
ry of the disaster and ﬂexibly organizing members to receive support from the Thai 
government.
The research reported in this paper was conducted in two phases–from Decem-
ber 26, 2012 to February 26, 2013, and from June 30 to August 1, 2013–around Ban 
Nam Khem village, Ban Muang sub-district, Takuapa district in Pang-nga Province. 
More than 150 households in the village and the surrounding tsunami resettlement 
areas were interviewed.  Over three months, data was collected on family situations, 
pre- and post-tsunami livelihoods, suffering and evacuation caused by the tsunami, 
fear and feelings about the tsunami, and trust in the volunteering team.
This paper begins by deﬁning the concept of “disaster culture.”  Then it explores 
how the “disaster culture” has been created in the community of my research site 
through following sections.  The fourth section shows how villagers in my research 
site keep communal memory of the tsunami in their lives and create new value sys-
tem through participating communal events and disaster volunteering team.  Next 
the paper examines the balance between external inﬂuence by the state organiza-
tions and participant’s motivations in disaster volunteering team.  It also examines 
vulnerability of the “disaster culture”, emigrating villagers and Burmese labours. 
Through these discussions, this paper shows the village’s structure to create and rec-
reate “disaster culture.”
2.  Deﬁning “disaster culture”
Disaster culture is an academic term of disaster studies.  Most common Thai 
people are unfamiliar with this term.  Thai governmental ofﬁcers also use various 
kinds of speciﬁc terms on cultural aspect of disaster management as disaster culture 
(watthanatham phai phibat) or disaster-prevention culture (wattanatham khwan phlot 
phai).  The concept of disaster culture was ﬁrstly developed by Harry E. Moore in 
1964.6)  His disaster culture is a set of cultural defences such as norms, values, be-
liefs, knowledge, technology, and legend.  He proposed that disaster culture included 
“those adjustments, actual and potential, social psychological and physical, which 
are used by residents of such areas to cope with disasters which have struck or which 
tradition indicates may strike in the future.” 7)  After his work, other scholars 
redeﬁned his deﬁnitions and created variations in the concept of disaster culture.8) 
In cultural anthropology and ethnology, the term is associated with traditional cus-
toms or local knowledge.  This topic has been widely discussed in Thailand, and it 
has mainly been noted that the Thai people, with the exception a few ethnic groups, 
did not have the traditional knowledge to escape from the 2004 tsunami.  This lack 
of traditional consciousness is evidenced by the lack of an original Thai term for tsu-
nami.  “Tsunami” was taken from English meteorology texts that translated the 
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original Japanese term, and became widespread throughout the country after the 
2004 tsunami.  The Thai term Kluen Yak only referred to a big wave before the ad-
vent of the tsunami.
Even in Thai academia, tsunami was a new disaster concept.  Dr Smit Thammas-
rot was well known as the ﬁrst person who tried to introduce the concept of tsunami 
to Thai society.  In his 1991 book Natural Disaster of Thailand, he categorized tsuna-
mi as a disaster that Thailand had never experienced.9)  His tsunami warning in 
1998 caused a hysterical reaction in southern Thailand, especially in Ban Nam 
Khem village.  Even though most of the villagers did not know what a tsunami was, 
they evacuated from coastal areas and ﬂed to a district school.  However, since then 
the term was forgotten until the tsunami in 2004.  When the tsunami hit Khaolak in 
2004, most of the hotel workers called their family to evacuate from the seashore, 
but they do not have a word to explain tsunami at that time.
There are, however, several cases of ethnic minority groups in Thailand whose in-
herited knowledge led them to suitable reactions to the tsunami.  The story of the 
Moken people in the Surin islands of Phang-nga province is particularly famous.10) 
Based on their local knowledge of tsunami, which they call laboon , the Moken 
immediately understood the unusual ebb tide of the sea as a sign of the tsunami and 
escaped to the hills, saving tourists with them.  A study by Narumon Arunotai 
found that the Moken’s local knowledge based on their life on the ocean was useful 
for disaster management.11)  The indigenous knowledge of tsunami seems wide-
spread among ethnic groups who live along the Andaman Sea.  The elders of the 
Urak Lawoi, an ethnic subgroup of the Moken in Rawai beach in Phuket province, 
also understood the unusual ebb tide and warned villagers and tourists to evacuate 
to higher ground.  These stories illustrate how these people kept the memory and 
experience of past tsunamis that had repeatedly devastated their villages in their 
tradition.
Although disaster culture has been widely discussed in relation to local and tradi-
tional knowledge by academics, modern lifestyles must still be considered.  Televi-
sions, the internet, and convenience stores are common even in rural villages along 
the Andaman Sea coast.  The Thai government installed the modern disaster 
prevention system using a satellite and provided disaster information through an ad-
vanced social system.  It is necessary to consider disaster culture from a broader 
perspective, including the context of modernity in communities.  Thus, disaster cul-
ture refers not only to the traditional knowledge of local communities, but a physical 
and metaphysical disaster management system rooted in modern Thai society. 
Therefore, the concept should be reviewed in terms of the deﬁnition of culture by 
the anthropologist Clifford Geertz:
[I]t denotes an historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in sym-
bols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means 
of which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about 
and attitudes toward life.12)
In this deﬁnition of culture, ﬁrst, symbols embody a pattern of meanings; thus, 
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members who share the same culture can immediately understand a web of mean-
ings by glancing at a symbol.  Second, the symbol and the set of meanings are 
organically connected with the knowledge, actions, and attitudes in their lives. 
Third, culture is a system historically transmitted, communicated, and developed 
among people and by generations.
With this deﬁnition, disaster culture can be reconsidered in combination with 
modern technology as a symbolic system of the net of meanings.  For example, if an 
earthquake is a symbol here, members sharing the disaster culture can ﬁrst under-
stand a certain set of meanings such as the collapse of houses, the possibility of a 
tsunami, land crack, or landslide from an earthquake.  Second, the imaged set of 
meanings connects to patterned knowledge and attitudes such as turning on the tele-
vision, evacuation from one’s house, and escaping to higher ground.  Third, this sys-
tem preserves and develops the set of meanings and pattern of behaviors for future 
generations.  In summary, a disaster culture is a system that makes members under-
stand the symbol and develop attitudes toward a disaster in a certain pattern.
3.  Research site
Ban Nam Khem village, the research site of this study, is located about 90 kilome-
tres north of Phuket International Airport (Figure 1).  It is administratively part of 
Ban Muang sub-district in the Takuapa district of Phang-nga province.  In 2004, a 
tsunami of over ﬁve metres hit the village and caused serious devastation.  Ofﬁcially 
824 were reported dead, but villagers believed the ﬁgure to be about 1,500.  Almost 
all houses in the village collapsed.  Victims were housed in temporary shelters for 
about a year before they could reconstruct their houses and livelihoods.
Housing reconstruction after the tsunami was mainly implemented in three loca-
tions: (1) the original site, (2) resettlement areas in the village such as Ban Mangkhon 
1 and 2, and (3) resettlement areas outside the village such as ITV Ban Muang and 
Phlu Tiau.  Although some people moved from Ban Nam Khem to other areas, a 
follow-up survey could not be conducted for this study due to time constraints.
The population of the village previous tsunami is about 4,000, mainly composed 
of Thai Buddhists.  The largest group are undersea tin mining workers, who immi-
grated from various parts of Thailand in the early 1980s, and their descendants. 
Next are the Burmese labourers, who comprise one-third of the total population. 
They work in ﬁsheries, rubber tree plantations or resorts.  The village also has an 
aboriginal ethnic minority, the Moken, numbering only about 100.  Muslim resi-
dents are hard to ﬁnd in the village.
The main industries in the village are ﬁshing and tourism.  The wharfs and piers 
for ﬁshing boats are located along the coast to the north.  On the wharf, ﬁshermen 
are busy with landing, selling and carrying out ﬁsh in the morning, while in the af-
ternoon many Burmese labourers hired by Thai owners are mending the ﬁshing 
nets.  The docks of shipbuilding factories are located along a canal to the west of the 
village, where the small vessels are at anchor.  There are also several seafood pro-
cessing factories in the village, which manufacture ﬁsh balls, ﬁsh powder, and dried 
ﬁsh, and ship them to Phuket or Bangkok.
Most young villagers are engaged in the tourism industry.  There are a few resort 
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hotels in the village, but many villagers commute to the hotels of neighbouring areas 
such as the Kaolak and Khokhao islands as hotel staff, cooks, or tour guides.
4.  Reviving a communal memory of the tsunami
The term tsunami can be seen and heard everywhere in Ban Nam Khem village 
now.  A large signboard is over the gate to the village proclaims, “Ban Nam Khem, 
a strong community with disaster prevention: The village of the tsunami legend 
(tamnan suenami )” (Figure 2).  Tamnan means ““an old record, a tale and a legend” 
and provides the image of old tradition mainly.  Suenami is a new word coined from 
the Japanese tsunami.  Thus, tamnan suenami is a complicated word that mixes old 
and new concepts.  The motto was created by Maitri Congkraicak, one of the lead-
ers in the Ban Nam Khem Tsunami Victim Liaisoning committee.  He said that 
“Tamnan suenami shows the future of Ban Nam Khem village.  It states our will to tell 
the story of the tsunami calamity to future generations.”13)  Thus, the term reﬂects 
the community’s role in handing down local knowledge to their children and grand-
children like an old tale, as well as the communal intention to create new knowledge 
Figure 1: Map of Ban Nam Khem village and surrounds.
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and a system for disaster preparedness in response to the newfound threat of tsuna-
mi disasters.
Ban Nam Khem village has introduced two commemorative events as a mecha-
nism of reproducing the communal memory of the tsunami.  A tsunami commemo-
ration ceremony is held on December 26 every year in Ban Nam Khem (Figure 3) 
and all over Thailand as part of a national disaster prevention event called “Thai Di-
saster Drill Day,” which was designated to commemorate the Sumatra Earthquake. 
The village ceremony in the Tsunami Memorial Park has become one of the largest 
events in Thailand on that day.  It is attended by representatives of the government 
or province, as well as journalists and television stations that broadcast the ceremo-
ny.  Before the ceremony, local villagers bring photographs of lost families and offer 
ﬂowers to the name plates in the park.  In consideration of all the religions in the vil-
lage, Buddhist, Christian, and Islamic prayers are offered.
Most families in Ban Nam Khem village continue to attend even though people 
who moved out from the village now ﬁnd it difﬁcult to do so.  At the ceremony, vil-
lagers enjoy having lunch with friends at the many food stalls or playing soccer com-
petitions.  The annual event is also attended by many children and young people 
who have not experienced the tsunami.
Another tsunami-related event is the mangrove reforestation on the king’s birth-
day.  It was originally an event to do good things for the king because the mangrove 
forests surrounding Takuapa district are disappearing.14)  However, it has now be-
come a commemorative event for tsunami victims.  Ban Nam Khem villagers in-
cluding school children, the staff of the sub-district administrative organization, vol-
unteers and NGO members carry mangrove seedlings by boats and plant them 
along the coastline.  A ﬁeld survey on the tsunami-mitigating effect of mangrove for-
ests in Ban Nam Khem village was conducted by a Japanese group led by Hideaki 
Figure 2: The gate of Ban Nam Khem village.
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Yanagisawa in 2006.  According to their numerical analysis, which was deduced 
from the destructive situation of mangrove forests, the mitigating effect of the man-
grove forests was not strong enough against the tsunami in 2004.15)  They estimated 
that damage to houses may be reduced by mangrove shrubs if a tsunami was lower 
than 1.6 metres high.  Regardless of the academic research, villagers continue plant-
ing mangroves to protect against tsunami damage and commemorate the tsunami 
victims.
The tsunami commemoration ceremony and mangrove planting are communal 
events of Ban Nam Khem village, which is an immigrant workers’ community with 
few such events shared by members.16)  Through these events, villagers revive the 
memory of the tsunami and raise consciousness of disaster prevention.
From a local cultural aspect, villagers also accept these events with locality of Ban 
Nam Khem.  Ms Saibua (age around 50 years) vice chairperson of the Ban Muang 
sub-district administrative organization, said:
I think a disaster culture (watthanatham khwan phlot phai ) is like merit making 
(than bun).  You saw the tsunami commemoration ceremony in this village, 
didn’t you?  It is carried out every year and it reminds us not to forget about the 
suffering caused by the tsunami disaster.
She explained the importance of the tsunami commemoration ceremony as fol-
lows.  First, she explained merit making in Thai tradition as a Buddhism concept of 
performing religious rituals or giving alms to earn merits to wish for a better life in 
the next life or to send merits to help dead relatives have a better position in the next 
life through reincarnation.  Second, she emphasized the importance of repeats of the 
Figure 3: Administrative staff of Ban Muang sub-district praying in silence  
at a tsunami commemoration ceremony.
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tsunami commemoration ceremony as merit making.  This idea of the ceremony as 
merit making was also expressed by many of the villagers who were interviewed. 
Mangrove planting is also understood similarly.  As a result, these events have be-
come important communal apparatuses to revive a communal memory of the tsuna-
mi and forge a community identity.
5.  Disaster volunteering team and disaster politics
The volunteer disaster team (Asasamak pong kan phai fai phon ruean, or Por Phor 
Ror) in Ban Nam Khem village is now well known in Thailand and considered a 
model of CBRM.  Through its activities, the team serves to reproduce tsunami expe-
riences and consciousness of the disaster at the level of the individual.
The team is composed of 80 regular members and involves 40 public health vol-
unteers and 20 Burmese labourers as associate members.  According to its organiza-
tional chart, there is one leader and two vice-leaders.  The organization is separated 
into two departments: an administration department (secretariat, public relations 
and accounting) and an operating department (alarm, liaison, trafﬁc control, ﬁrst aid 
and rescue).  The main activities are evacuation guidance, rescue, disaster preven-
tion instruction, and disaster prevention research.  Under normal circumstances, the 
team is responsible for trafﬁc control during village street events, such as marriage 
ceremonies, funerals, or religious parades.  The frequency of mobilization is high, at 
two or three times a month.  Since they are volunteers, each member decides wheth-
er to participate or not every time they receive notice by community radio or trans-
ceivers.  Elderly people and women tend to participate during the day, when young 
male members usually work outside the village.  In an emergency such as a tsunami 
evacuation, a ﬂood, or an accident at sea, the members gather at the main village 
volunteer centre that stores lifejackets, hand siren alarms, transceiver sets, and life-
boats.
These preparations for a disaster are implemented by not only volunteers but also 
all the villagers.  Twice a year, the entire village is involved in an emergency drill, 
which is attended by those who are responsible for disaster prevention in the prov-
ince and district administrations.  Emergency plans are made by each administra-
tive level and then they are integrated in the drill.  The volunteer disaster team 
guides people to the local elementary school according to their evacuation plan. 
The disaster prevention plan was revised and developed to suit the actual conditions 
of the village by repeating actual evacuations and disaster preparedness drills in co-
operation with external agencies.  For example, when an earthquake occurred in In-
donesia on February 12, 2007, the Ban Nam Khem villagers had to evacuate in rain 
at midnight and trafﬁc control became confused.  Therefore, the evacuation drill 
conducted on July 25, 2007 also reviewed problems of evacuation routes and behav-
ior by utilizing a disaster risk map.17)  The village was divided into three zones: the 
danger, risk and safety zones (Figure 4).  Disaster volunteers set up evacuation routes 
in the danger and risk zones by grouping streets and ensuring that the routes did not 
intersect.  In addition, they decided trafﬁc rules such as stipulations that pedestrians 
walk on the right and cars drive on the left.  They also investigated the locations and 
conditions of those who need assistance to evacuate such as the elderly, the handi-
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capped, and pregnant women.
Although the volunteer disaster team operates well with local villagers’ indepen-
dence and consciousness on disaster in Ban Nam Khem village, this team is in fact a 
nation-wide organization under the Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitiga-
tion (DDPM) in the Ministry of the Interior.  The team was ofﬁcially founded in 
1988 based on the 1979 Civil Disaster Prevention Law (which was changed in 2007 
to the Disaster Prevention and Mitigation Law).
The character of the volunteer disaster team as a subsidiary body of a govern-
mental institution can be seen in its entry qualiﬁcations and training content.  Ac-
cording to the detailed regulations prescribed by the 2004 Ordinance of the Minis-
try of the Interior concerning civil volunteer disaster teams, applicants must have no 
mental disease or previous offenses, they must be Thai nationals, and they have an 
obligation to respect the Thai democracy with the king as head of state.  In addition, 
they need to participate in a ﬁve-day DDPM seminar.  Applicants are assembled in 
one place and uniformly educated in the requisite knowledge and skills, including 
loyalty to the state.  Only upon passing this training are they ﬁnally appointed as di-
saster volunteers.  Although a salary is not given to volunteers, compensation is paid 
for any injury or death incurred in the course of volunteering for the state.
Furthermore, the government supports and supervises the volunteer team as a 
part of Ban Nam Khem’s CBRM.  The DDPM presented the concept of CBRM in 
2004 and included it in the National Plan of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation 
from 2010 to 2014.18)  The Eleventh National Economic and Social Development 
Plan from 2012 to 2016 also proposed a similar concept of people-centred disaster 
prevention, which involves empowerment through community participation and the 
improvement of resilience to climate change and disaster.19)  In introducing the con-






cept of CBRM, the plan states that community participation helps to strengthen so-
cial resilience, effectively use local knowledge, and promote self-help in disaster pre-
vention.
However, there is also the political perspective of the state’s governance over its 
people.  Disaster politics can be seen as a new method of governing people through 
disaster management.  First, disaster policies help the state strengthen its power to 
govern and provoke nationalistic sentiment among the people.  Second, the state in-
tends to use people’s cooperation to implement national disaster management more 
efﬁciently.  This is reﬂected in the following extract from a letter by Prime Minister 
Yingluck, which was read at the Eighth Tsunami Disaster Commemoration Ceremo-
ny held in Ban Nam Khem Tsunami Memorial Park on December 26, 2012:
The Thai government now faces various disasters, such as natural disasters and 
man-made disasters […].  The government is working hard to educate people 
about these disasters and to implement disaster prevention measures in various 
ﬁelds.  In other words, we are creating a consciousness and culture of disaster 
prevention.  With the sincerity and efforts of people in all ﬁelds, this conscious-
ness and culture shall be rooted in households and organizations, and it will 
also extend to the community, government, and mass media.  Through this, 
the government will advance the establishment of stable national management. 
(Underlined by author)
In this letter, Prime Minister Yingluck explained that “creating a consciousness 
and culture of disaster prevention” must extend to various levels, including the com-
munity level.  She clearly intends to promote community participation in disaster 
prevention.  However, we need to focus on the conclusion of her message, which 
states that community participation should result in “the establishment of stable na-
tional management.”  It is clear that the government regards community participa-
tion in disaster prevention as one means of national integration.
The relationship between the cooperation in disaster relief and nationalistic senti-
ment can be seen as a universal phenomenon at many disaster-hit sites.  Even when 
the East Japan Earthquake occurred in 2011, the nationalistic mottoes of “Ganbare 
Nippon” which means “Cheer up, Japan,” can be seen in the tsunami-hit areas to 
cheer up victims.  Regarding a natural disaster as a common enemy strengthens the 
authority of the government.  Moreover, a state of emergency makes it easy for peo-
ple to accept subordination to the governmental order.  Social pressures and morali-
ty in times of emergency compel people to contribute to humanitarian aid and obey 
to government orders.  This also creates a structure in which uncooperative attitudes 
toward governmental decisions are easily blamed as immoral behavior.
The Thai government realizes the political importance of disaster governance. 
Improvements of the national disaster prevention system were propelled under the 
Thaksin government, which uniﬁed the relevant departments scattered across the 
ministries into the DDPM in the Interior Ministry in 2002.20)  After the Sumatra 
Earthquake and Tsunami in 2004, which was the ﬁrst large-scale disaster for the 
DDPM, Prime Minister Thaksin visited Ban Nam Khem village and promised di-
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saster support to the victims.  Many villagers remember his visit well, as housing 
restoration applications were initiated during that time.
This visit and aid work seem to have a political intention related with the general 
election in 2005.  After his visit, a great deal of aid from the Thai Rak Thai (TRT) 
party arrived in the village and its surroundings, and the ITV Ban Muang resettle-
ment area was built by ITV Corporation, a subsidiary company of Prime Minister 
Thaksin’s Singh Corporation.  Thus, Thaksin’s government steadily captured the 
heart of local villagers in tsunami-hit areas.  In the second division of Phang-nga 
province (Takuapa, Kraburi and Thai Muang districts), although Juluet Laksanasit 
of the Thai Democrats was considered a strong candidate, Kalut Sifa of the TRT 
party, who prioritised post-tsunami reconstruction in his campaign, achieved a his-
toric win in the general election.  According to the analysis of ASTV, “Mr Kalut 
worked hard to save victims and to accept rescue teams from the TRT party after 
the tsunami disaster in a timely manner.  He succeeded in gaining the trust of tsuna-
mi victims.”21)  His assistance to tsunami victims led to an increase in the number of 
votes he won.
The Ban Nam Khem volunteering team was formally developed with the effective 
support of the DDPM’s disaster management policy.  Over the years, DDPM has 
strengthened community participation in disaster management by creating a basic 
plan of disaster prevention and mitigation.  The 2009–2013 plan proposes the im-
portance of community participation as:
Community-based risk management is a structure newly founded to root a di-
saster culture in Thai society.22)  It urges people to be prepared for natural di-
sasters and to form self-help organizations that enable the entire village to initi-
ate disaster prevention and mitigation activities in the event of a disaster before 
the arrival of external rescue teams.23)
This indicates that a disaster culture functions as a source of power that involves 
the community in disaster prevention as part of an administrative system.
Community participation is also seen as cheap manpower for disaster manage-
ment.  The Director of Policy Making Division at DDPM stated in an interview:
DDPM is focusing on disasters that occur frequently.  However, by using 
CBRM, we also ask people to understand the importance of disaster preven-
tion and organize themselves for disaster management.  Community manage-
ment can cover disasters that do not occur frequently such as tsunamis.24)
For the government ofﬁcials, it has become very difﬁcult to distribute resources 
and manpower for the prevention of disasters that rarely occur.  In this situation, 
DDPM itself adopted a strategy to increase the efﬁciency of unitary disaster man-
agement by installing an Incident Command System to centralize authority.  In this 
system, there is only one commander who exercises the authority to command all 
ofﬁcers at the headquarters.  All members obey orders consistent with the objectives 
of the plan of the commander.  To use the system efﬁciently, DDPM have also start-
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ed to install information and communication technologies such as a satellite tele-
communication system, community radio, and computer programs controlling the 
database of individual victims in emergency.
However, it is clear that manpower is short in an emergency, even after DDPM 
has improved the efﬁciency of their management system.  Their plan recognizes the 
difﬁculty for the government to respond efﬁciently in the event of a large-scale disas-
ter and stresses the need to establish a cooperative relationship with civil volunteers. 
With DDPM’s growing leadership capability, civil disaster volunteering teams are 
becoming essential for disaster prevention and cooperation with the national emer-
gency response system.  Core volunteer CBRM organizations have established local 
civil volunteering projects, such as a civil disaster volunteering team, the One Tam-
bon, One Search and Rescue Team (OTOS)25) and Mr Warning.
As seen above, the civil volunteering teams is being expected to serve in two roles 
by the state–as political supporters and low-cost labourers for disaster management.
6.  Participant’s consciousness in disaster volunteering team
Local villagers who participate in the disaster volunteering team have a complete-
ly different view of their volunteering activities.  In fact, when Ban Nam Khem vil-
lagers are asked about their motivations for participation, many people begin to re-
late their own tsunami experiences.
According to Maitri Congkraicak, a Ban Nam Khem village leader, volunteering 
activities in this village started with living assistance among tsunami victims in their 
shelter.  Over 800 tents were installed in front of Ban Muang sub-district ofﬁce for 
one year (Figure 5).  Victims in the shelter organized themselves to participate in 
self-help activities for each other.26)  He also pointed out the importance of organiz-
ing self-help groups in the shelter, as follows:
It is bad for disaster victims to merely wait for external support in an emergen-
cy.  Since there are many disaster victims with many problems, it is very 
difﬁcult to cope with them only through the state administrative system.  If ex-
ternal assistance from other organizations cannot be expected either, the best 
solution is for victims to take actions to tackle their problems by themselves.27)
Under the leadership of the village leaders, villagers in the shelter decided one 
representative in each of the 10 tents.  Every three days, the representatives met to 
discuss not only internal rules such as the patrolling of shelters, but also whether to 
receive aid or not and how to distribute the relief goods.  Their meetings are well 
known as “the coffee congress” in Ban Nam Khem.  This later became the Ban Nam 
Khem village tsunami victim liaison centre, a central organization for village recon-
struction.  Some of these former representatives formed civil volunteer disaster 
teams.
Interviews with volunteers highlighted three general motivations to participate in 
disaster volunteering activities: encountering volunteers from the outside, contribut-
ing to their community, and feelings for tsunami victims.  A female volunteer (age 
around 40 years) explained how she was motivated by encounters with external vol-
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unteers as follows:
During the tsunami rescue phase, many volunteers came from all over Thai-
land and overseas.  However, we only received support from others at that 
time.  Since I wanted to help someone next time, I participated in this volun-
teering activity.  Since it is difﬁcult to expect that others will come to help us 
immediately when a disaster actually occurs, I hope to be able to protect peo-
ple close to me at least.
Moreover, Ms Chim (age 43 years), a female public health volunteer, had lived on 
the land which later became the Tsunami Memorial Park.  When the tsunami oc-
curred, she escaped with her husband and children by motorbike, but she lost an el-
der sister in the turmoil.  She explained the reasons for participating in disaster vol-
unteering activities as follows:
Before the tsunami, I never imagined that I would join in volunteer activities. 
However, I found that many volunteers came to our village from all over Thai-
land and the world.  And they brought much relief to the village after it suf-
fered from the tsunami.  For the ﬁrst time, I thought that I wanted to do some-
thing for others.  I can take care of the handicapped or the elderly, can’t I?  I 
am also taking care of my relative’s child.  It seems like putting a golden sheet 
on the back of Buddha statue [doing good things by stealth].28)
Many members of the volunteer disaster team did not imagine being a volunteer 
before the tsunami.  However, encounters with external volunteers changed their 
Figure 5: Temporary shelters and tents at the evacuation site.  
(Provided by Maitri Congkraicak)
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consciousness, making them see that it was easy to volunteer to do something they 
could do.
Second, some villagers wish to make some contribution to their community.  Mr 
Charuen (age 65 years) was a tin miner from Thap Put district of Phang-nga prov-
ince.  After retirement, he started a grocery store near the sea.  When the tsunami 
came, he injured his leg and he was cared for by the Japanese emergency medical 
team.  He said that he began disaster volunteer activities immediately after the tsu-
nami since he wanted to contribute to his community.  His has now been a volunteer 
for eight years.
Third, grief and regret for lost relatives motivates some people to join volunteer-
ing activities.  Their wish to contribute to the community is also rooted in the regret 
for what they could not do for lost relatives and friends.  Many villagers who lost rel-
atives and friends sometimes express regret that they had done nothing for them. 
The wife of Mr Prayun (age around 50 years), head of the disaster volunteering 
team, said about her husband’s sincere works as a volunteer that “he started volun-
teering since he felt something from the loss of both parents and relatives in the tsu-
nami.”  Thus unresolved feelings of strong regret and memories of the tsunami also 
motivate villagers’ participation in volunteer activities in the village.
However, there are almost no villagers who raised the contribution to the state as 
a reason of the participation.  The disaster volunteering team’s status as a subsidiary 
agency of national disaster prevention is just nominal for participants.  The motiva-
tions of the team are rather based on the coordination of individual volunteers’ 
memories and experiences during Tsunami disaster.
The volunteer disaster team plays an active role beyond the intention of govern-
ment.  When the ﬂood of central Thailand occurred in 2011, the volunteer team 
went out for rescue operations from Ban Nam Khem village to Nonthaburi province 
carrying rescue boats (Figure 6).  This rescue operation was decided to implement 
by members’ meeting.  Although the Ban Nam Khem volunteering team was accept-
ed by the network of civil disaster volunteering team of DDPM, all of a volunteer’s 
meals and accommodations had to be managed by themselves.29)  Similar rescuing 
operation were implemented in Songkhla province and neighbouring areas.
Their wish to contribute to others is expanding to not only Thailand but also 
overseas.  For Japanese victims of the East Japan Earthquake which occurred in Ja-
pan on March 11, 2011, they sent a petition for sending members to rescue in Japan 
to the government.  A female volunteering member said “Unfortunately, our peti-
tion was rejected.  We have to be convinced of sending out professional teams to Ja-
pan on behalf of us.  We joined to gather a charity for Japan instead of this.”30)  In 
this way, the volunteering consciousness, born in Ban Nam Khem village is expand-
ing beyond the boarder of Thailand, and also connecting to Japan.  This shows that 
the conversion of village people’s value system on the disaster volunteering activities 
are realized by communal experience and memory that they had collaborated with 
outside volunteers more than the education of the government.
While showing three motivations of volunteer participation, the experience and 
memory of Tsunami disaster surely become a core of these motivations in Ban Nam 
Khem village community.  Villagers put individual or social value on disaster pre-
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vention by experiencing and keeping memory of tsunami disaster and started to 
participate to the disaster volunteering team.  It also leads to transformation of value 
system on disaster volunteers.  Surely, social and political proﬁts may be provided 
by volunteer participation.  Volunteers may be offered lunch boxes during the activi-
ty.  Some may be connected with the inﬂuential person of local community and 
have an opportunity of part-time jobs through the volunteering.  However, volun-
teering activities usually waste time for working and face more risk during activities 
than its beneﬁt in ﬁnancial view.  The beneﬁts of volunteering activity seem more 
connected with their fame.  Volunteering activities in Ban Nam Khem seem to be 
moral behavior like being ordained as a monk.  It sometimes becomes a chance to 
show his/her morality or ability as a local leader.  By transforming of value system 
among the villagers, participating in disaster prevention became a right and honor-
able deed of role model in Ban Nam Khem village.
Finally, the relationship between the government and disaster volunteering team 
should be considered once more.  The active activities of the disaster volunteering 
team of Ban Nam Khem village are internally motivated by three motivations in-
volving encounter of outside volunteers, a contribution and regret, which are based 
on Tsunami memory of a community.  Moreover, it also has a function of subsidiary 
agency of the disaster politics as another facet of the two faced structure.  Disaster 
volunteers are propelled by external interventions.  However, two facets have a bal-
ance without mutual inconsistency.  By praising the active activity of Ban Nam 
Khem village, the government interprets the Ban Nam Khem’s activity as a national 
model of the efﬁcient and cooperative CBRM which substitutes for governmental di-
saster prevention (Figure 7).  Conversely, the disaster volunteering team can imple-
ment their activities with receiving national support and praise.  Disaster culture of 
Figure 6: Disaster relief operation in Nonthaburi province.  
(Provided by Maitri Congkraicak)
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Ban Nam Khem grew in the balance of this community and the government.
7.  Dropouts from disaster culture
Ban Nam Khem village has created a strong disaster culture with volunteering, 
but there are some difﬁculties in this system.  Pointing at a “House for Sale” sign in 
front of an empty house, a woman in her 30s said in an interview:
After the tsunami, many villagers moved out of the village due to a fear of tsu-
nami.  Most of them moved to Takuapa city (Phlu Tiau resettlement area).  The 
remained residents are mainly ﬁshermen or Burmese labourers.  You see, land 
is for sale everywhere in this village.31)
She mentioned two general problems faced by the Ban Nam Khem community: 
residents moving out of the village and Burmese labourers who are not part of the 
community and disaster culture approach.
First, the residents moving out of the village lose their motivation to participate in 
disaster prevention activities.  After the tsunami, two resettlement areas were built 
outside Ban Nam Khem village: ITV Ban Muang and Phlu Tiau (Figure 8).  Ban 
Nam Khem villagers who lost their houses had to choose between rebuilding resto-
ration housing on the original land or receiving new houses in a resettlement area. 
The villagers who chose the latter option had various reasons.  One reason was their 
anxiety about future disaster prevention.  Mr Mi (age 73 years), who moved to ITV 
Ban Muang, said, “I’m already old.  If a tsunami hits again, I can’t escape.  I don’t 
want to stay in Ban Nam Khem village.”32)  Similarly, Ms Yuk, a middle-aged wom-
an who runs a grocery store, expressed her anxiety as follows:
Figure 7: The Ministry of the Interior’s awards ceremony for the Ban Nam Khem  
disaster volunteering team. (Provided by Maitri Congkraicak)
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Although we lived in Ban Nam Khem village before moving to this house, we 
had to evacuate the village many times following alarms.  Since we thought we 
couldn’t escape with the elders and children, we decided to move into this re-
settlement area by selling the house in the village.33)
To tackle this problem, the disaster volunteering team actually researches family 
structures and trains to help families evacuate to the safety zone.  However, some 
people suspect whether the team will actually work in an emergency or not.  It is 
also difﬁcult to ease the anxiety among the elders, women, and children who are 
most vulnerable in the event of a tsunami.
Once people separate from their community, both physically and mentally, it be-
comes hard to participate in activities of their former village.  If people move across 
administrative boundaries, they have to participate in different volunteer disaster 
organizations.  There are few village members which actually participate in activity 
in resettlement areas compared with Ban Nam Khem village.  
The behaviour that people moving away from Ban Nam Khem village to the safe-
ty zone can be explained as a rational strategy.  However, it may also mean that tsu-
nami memories and experiences are lost due to reduced participation in volunteer 
activities and training.  It leads to the loss of a disaster culture as a system historical-
ly transmitted, communicated, and developed among people and by generations.
Second, there is a problem of the Burmese labourers who do not share the tsuna-
mi experience, lifestyle, and language of the Ban Nam Khem Thai community (Fig-
ure 9).
The difﬁculty of integrating Burmese labourers into the Thai community may be 
connected with the treatment of migrant workers by the Thai government.  Al-
though Burmese labourers can ofﬁcially enter Thailand with work permit ofﬁcially, 
Figure 8: ITV Ban Muang resettlement area
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some have entered illegally without the permit.34)  Before the tsunami, illegal Bur-
mese labourers in the village were occasionally exposed by police investigations. 
Some of their families built huts in rubber plantations far from the village in fear of 
forced repatriation to Burma.  Therefore, a fear of Thai public institutions exists 
among Burmese labourers.
Many Burmese labourers in Ban Nam Khem village were able to access disaster 
relief like foods and water.  However, the subsequent phase of community recon-
struction has been advanced without their involvement.  Thai public support priori-
tized Thai residents who had a formal national certiﬁcate and deed of land title, so 
there was less support to Burmese labourers.
Many villagers moved away from the tsunami danger zone along the seashore of 
Ban Nam Khem village and rented their houses to Burmese labourers.35)  Therefore, 
Burmese workers in the danger zone are needed to participate in the disaster volun-
teering activity of the village.  At present, 20 people have participated in the disaster 
volunteering team, but it is not a sufﬁcient number considering the population of 
Burmese labourers in the village.  Moreover, there is an inﬂow of the new labourers 
who do not share the tsunami experience and knowledge, and they are not very co-
operative in the village disaster prevention efforts.  Indeed, they may become an ob-
stacle against proper disaster management in the village.  Thai villagers have com-
plained that young Burmese labourers do not understand how to act in an 
emergency evacuation, dangerously escaping from the village by motorbike.  Thus 
there is a gap in the disaster culture between Burmese labourers and Thais.
Ban Nam Khem village leaders are now implementing a consolidation policy with 
Burmese labourers, such as organizing Burmese labourers’ groups or having joint re-
ligious events with Thai villagers.  A female shipowner (age 69 years), who owns 10 
ﬁshing ships and hires many Burmese labourers, said, “there are many Burmese in 
this village.  All of them are nice people.  We get along with them.”36)  However, a 
Figure 9: Burmese labourers working at a wharf of Ban Nam Khem village.
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group of women who once lived in Ban Nam Khem village and then moved to Phlu 
Tiau resettlement area rejected her comments, saying “her view is different from 
ours since the shipowner uses many Burmese labourers.”37)  Ms Kkun (age 33 years), 
a female ﬁsh broker working in Ban Nam Khem, rebuilt her house in the village but 
then decided to buy a house in the Phlu Tiau resettlement area.38)  She said:
Although my house was rebuilt on the land along the seashore of Ban Nam 
Khem village, the neighbours are all Burmese and nobody is there.  The tsuna-
mi threat is also dreadful, so we decided to rent our house to Burmese labour-
ers and escaped to this resettlement area.39)
There is little visible discrimination of Burmese labourers in the village, but feel-
ings of anxiety and rejection regarding the Burmese linger on among the Thai vil-
lagers.  An NGO ofﬁcer conducting youth training activities in the village for eight 
years also mentioned the Thai villagers’ tacit contempt for the Burmese.  He ob-
served that their children are unwilling to play with the labourers’ children.40) 
Thus, there is a gap in communication between Thai and Burmese residents, which 
will not disappear easily.  This makes it difﬁcult for them to share a disaster culture.
8.  Disaster culture in community formation
The disaster culture of Ban Nam Khem village is a system that succeeds and re-
produces the communal memory and experience of tsunami disaster and recon-
struction, and roots them into community formation by utilizing the tsunami as a 
symbol of the community.  The Ban Nam Khem village community installed infra-
structures such as the Tsunami Memorial Park and incorporated the Tsunami Com-
memoration Ceremony into its local annual events and traditional custom of Than 
Bun, ﬁxing the community’s consciousness of the disaster in everyday life.
In Ban Nam Khem village, the experience and memory of the tsunami’s damage 
and encounters with volunteers from overseas and other areas of Thailand served as 
a driving force for positive participation in the disaster volunteering team and the 
autonomy of its CBRM.
Moreover, the expanding disaster prevention activity outside the village has 
helped to form a new memory of disaster management and promote education on 
the importance of disaster prevention in the community.  Although another tsunami 
may not hit Ban Nam Khem for decades, disaster prevention methods and con-
sciousness will continue to be maintained there as the villagers venture out to assist 
disaster victims in other areas.
Ban Nam Khem village also maintains appropriate relations with the govern-
ment.  The government supports and admires Ban Nam Khem’s volunteer disaster 
work as a model case of the CBRM that it promotes.  The villagers are in turn proud 
of the government’s admiration and have changed their value system of participa-
tion in a disaster prevention activity.  However, as seen above, the motivation of Ban 
Nam Khem village is not provided by a government framework but by its commu-
nal memory and experience.  This proper distance from the government has fos-
tered the disaster culture of community volunteerism in Ban Nam Khem.
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To conclude, the disaster culture of Ban Nam Khem village is still developing. 
Discussions continue over how Thai villagers can create a good relationship with 
Burmese labourers or how Ban Nam Khem villagers can stop the exodus from the 
village.  As this paper has demonstrated, the disaster culture of Ban Nam Khem vil-
lage is a long-term project created from scratch.  Over the past eight years, the vil-
lagers have gathered existing cultural concepts in the village, disaster prevention in-
frastructure, their grief over losing family in the tsunami, and memories of 
encounters with volunteers after the tsunami, and then newly created their own di-
saster culture.  In this way, the disaster culture of Ban Nam Khem does not depend 
on tradition and customs, leaving space to create new ways of overcoming problems 
ﬂexibly.
The 2004 tsunami claimed the lives of relatives and destroyed the properties of 
the Ban Nam Khem villagers.  However, the tsunami has strangely been trans-
formed into a symbol of unity, autonomy and creativity for the community, which 
has aided its reconstruction over the past eight years.
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